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Synopsis

The measurement technique used by a PIM analyzer is CW or low duty cycle. The only
traceable device available to independently validate a PIM analyzer’s measurement accuracy in the field is a PIM standard. For this technical discussion, the measurement techniques are explored and explained along with the fact that CW and LDC offer similar measurement performance, but the reason for LDC being adopted is battery preservation for
longer testing times. A number of PIM standards were measured by a number of different
PIM analyzers from different manufacturers, some using a CW measurement approach
and others using an LDC technique. All measurements fell within the PIM standard’s
manufacturer specification of ± 3 dB specification for comparative tests.

Continuous wave (CW): Measurement technique
Using CW signal transmission test technique has been the primary approach for PIM
measurements in just about every application of PIM measurements for FDD testing for
decades. Primarily: Satellite systems, point-to-point microwave radios and base station radios. This approach has the simplicity of a constant stimulus high power test signals and
the mathematically resulting IM3 energy product also having a constant amplitude. This
technique works well for measurements where a low PIM load is used as the line terminating device. However, during field PIM measurement sessions a CW technique leaves
the receiver exposed to external noise interference where the antenna is the line termination and dynamically letting incoming unwanted RF energy in the uplink. See Figure 2
next page.

Low duty cycle (LDC): Measurement technique
With an endless drive to improve quality, capacity and transmission fidelity of commercial
wireless network technology, field measurement test needs have grown exponentially,
especially at the BTS level. This testing need has pushed test equipment manufacturers to
provide technologists with battery operated field instruments. In certain remote BTS sites,
AC power is often unavailable. The challenge thus becomes having enough battery power
to meet the needs of two to three hours of “rapid battery draining” high power test signals (40 W X 2).
LDC PIM testing involves transmitting two high power test tones for roughly 5 ms to
10 ms for each measurement cycle, translating to about 3 % of the TX transmit time,
depending on number of measurements taken per second. Figure 1 (below) provides
a graphical visual of this feature. Note the transmitted signal is still a CW signal for the
period it is on, it is just not transmitted 100 % of the time. The main objective being that
the battery draining TX power is only in the “ON” state for a small percentage of the time
hence extending battery life significantly. This on/off pulsing effect is done at the power
supply level which in turn transitions to the amplifier following the same on/off effect. The
use of the LDC technique is a practical means to extend battery life while not affecting
performance or measuring accuracy.

Note that airlines limit the transport of lithium-ion batteries to battery packs of 100 Wh or less.
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Figure 1: Shows the on/off effect as discussed in above text. For LDC measurements TX and RX synchronicity is
imperative to ensure proper measurement data acquisition. Note that the signals inside the green pulses are two
CW test signals
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Figure 2: Shows the constant two tone amplitude of both 43 dBm test tones. Constant CW power drains system
batteries considerably faster, limiting field test times

Passive Intermodulation (PIM) standards

PIM analyzers are essentially two instruments in one:
❙ A high power two tone transmitter section
❙ A receiver section capable of detecting PIM energy down to –140 dBm
The only connection between the two instruments is the sharing of the same reference
10 MHz clock oscillator, which is necessary for IM product measurement frequency synchronicity. Both sections (TX and RX) operate independently from the other. So, how is
an analyzer validated as a healthy analyzer when it is made of two independent RF sections, and how do we ensure an accurate PIM measurement? Moreover, such measurement validation requires third party laboratory grade traceability. The only traceable device
which allows proper validation of a PIM analyzer’s accuracy in the field is a PIM standard.
A PIM standard generates a known PIM level (commonly –80 dBm) when stimulated by
two 43 dBm (20 W) test tones. Traceable PIM standards are available for specific frequency bands, namely the 900 MHz, 1800 MHz and 2600 MHz bands. Any of the three standards can be used to loosely validate other frequency bands such as 700 MHz, 850 MHz
and 1900 MHz. However, PIM standard specifications only apply to the three former
bands. There is no PIM standard available for the 2100 MHz band due to the absence of
IM3 energy in the band’s uplink.
Unfortunately, commercially sold PIM standards have a conservative uncertainty specification window of ± 3 dB, all in consideration of the two instrument error window and
without applying RSS error reducing calculations. Actual experimental results have statistically yielded better than ± 2 dB

Figure 3: A picture of a PIM standard. Notice the male-female connector design making
it insertable anywhere in a cabling network. The standard is terminated by a low PIM load
and connected directly to the output connector when validating a PIM analyzer.
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Measurement error and accuracy assessment
PIM measurements are different from conventional RF measurements in that conventional measurement error assessment is evaluated from a different perspective. Conventional
error model analysis such as 12 term error models of vector analyzers are secondary in
the measurement error assessment for PIM measurements. The reason being that the
stimulus test signal is generated in the downlink (TX) while the actual PIM measurement
is performed tens of MHz away in the uplink (RX). This fact forces the measurement assessment to a two instrument discussion. This is the reason for the wide error window
of ± 3.0 dB. Individually, the TX error (43 dBm) and the RX error is quite small, less than
0.5 dB for each. For a better understanding it is worth discussing TX and RX error components individually:
❙❙ TX Error – Transmit power amplitude stability directly affects the amplitude of the
IM products. Any variation in amplitude between the two 43 dBm test tones will be
reflected with lower intermodulation products on the weaker side of the spectrum.
Ideally, a proper two tone PIM test requires two TX tones that are very close in
amplitude. Due to the fact that energy is transmitted, the impedance match of the
receptive load is important and should be as close to 50 Ω as possible. The closer the
impedance is to 50 Ω, the smaller the measurement error caused by mismatches in the
transmit band. Note that this TX amplitude error is very influential as it has an amplifying
(X 2.3) non-linear effect on the IM energy. This effect can be verified by varying the TX
amplitude by “1” dB (43 dBm ± 1 dB) will create a ± 2.3 dB swing at the IM3 amplitude
level.
❙❙ RX Error – IM3 amplitude measurement errors are primarily caused by interactions
between the IM amplitude level and the receiver’s noise floor. A lower noise floor
(residual PIM) will have a smaller error influence on the PIM measurement. As an
example, see below phasor interaction maximum error window, comparing a –80 dBm
and a –100 dBm measurement with a receiver noise floor of –120 dBm

PIM ANALYZER Re- Measured PIM
sidual PIM
Reference

Measurement
Ref + error (in dB)

Measurement
Ref – error (in dB)

Peak to Peak
error (in dB)

–120 dBm

–80 dBm

0.086

0.087

0.173

–120 dBm

–100 dBm

0.827

0.915

1.73

Ripple effect of the analyzer’s residual PIM

Figure 4 above shows the ripple effect of the analyzer’s residual PIM on a displayed PIM
measurement in a swept frequency format. The receiver’s detector is unable to discern
the phase of each signal and can only display the resulting voltage. When both signals
are in phase the receiver detects the addition, conversely when the two signals are out
of phase the negative resultant is detected. Hence the larger peak to peak ripple potential error where the interaction between the two signals is larger. The error is larger for a
–100 dBm measurement because the interaction with the –120 dBm residual PIM level is
closer in magnitude.
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The points raised show that when considering the accuracy of a measurement, there are
key factors to be aware of which can influence the figures. For the real life situation of
measuring PIM using CW or LDC analyzers, there is virtually no difference in the measurements. Independent measurement studies using PIM Standards as the validation
device, show that the CW and LDC instruments measure virtually the same value for
–80 dBm and –100 dBm values, both within the threshold tolerances of the PIM standard.

Summary
Whether the measurement technique used by a PIM analyzer is CW or low duty cycle,
the only traceable device available to independently validate a PIM analyzer’s measurement accuracy is a PIM standard. For this technical discussion a number of PIM standards were measured by a number of different PIM analyzers from different manufacturers, some using a CW measurement approach and others using a pulse technique. All
measurements fell within the PIM standard’s manufacturer specification of ± 3 dB specification for comparative tests.
The argument that a CW test is a more stringent test because the longer time constant of
power generates more heat and thereby exposes more of a device’s non-linearities is not
valid, as the large thermal mass of most base station cabling and componentry is such
that the difference in heat generated by a CW test has an insignificant effect on any thermal difference of CW versus LDC test tones.
Real world network operations do not use CW (unmodulated) signals. GSM, OFDM
WCDMA, etc. all have an on/off effect in time. Perhaps using LDC test signals presents a
testing phenomenon which is closer to real world network conditions.
In almost all field measurement sessions the antenna at the top of the tower is the effective termination to the 50 Ω transmission line. Since these antennas dynamically receive
(UL) and transmit (DL) signals simultaneously, a LDC test approach significantly limits the
UL “ON” time thereby limiting external interference energy during PIM testing.

Sylvain Lafreniere, Product Line Manager, CCI Products Inc
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Our recommended solution for PIM testing
The PiMPro Tower, manufactured by our partner CCI, is a light and very powerful portable
PIM analyzer. It offers all required measurement features, incl. Distance-to-PIM (DTP),
from a single port and transmits up to 2 × 40 W output power.
The instrument’s design is focused on the needs of users who work in the field and often even need to climb up towers. Because we know that every kilogram counts, we designed it to be the lightest PIM analyzer on the market. Simply store your accessories in
the side bags of the PiMPro Tower and throw it over your shoulders. The backpack design
makes it easy to take with you everywhere you go.
The user experience follows the same philosophy as with the state-of-the-art
R&S®CableRider ZPH cable and antenna tester and the R&S®SpectrumRider FPH spectrum analyzer – fast and efficient. And thanks to its efficiency, the battery of the PiMPro
Tower lasts a full working day.
Another unique benefit of the PiMPro Tower is its two dual-band models. The PIM analyzers for the 1800 and 1900 bands also support the 2100 band. This reduces the amount
of instruments our customers need since they have one band less to buy specific instruments for.
For additional information about the PiMPro Tower, visit https://www.mobile-networktesting.com/en/products/installation--field-services/pimpro-tower
For additional information about the solutions for the installation and maintenance of base
stations, visit https://www.rohde-schwarz.com/solutions/test-and-measurement/mobilenetwork-testing/installation-and-maintenance/installation-and-maintenance_231988.html
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Rohde & Schwarz
The Rohde & Schwarz electronics group offers innovative
solutions in the following business fields: test and measurement, broadcast and media, secure communications,
cybersecurity, monitoring and network testing. Founded
more than 80 years ago, the independent company which
is headquartered in Munich, Germany, has an extensive
sales and service network with locations in more than
70 countries.
www.rohde-schwarz.com
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